1. The Emperor asked: Zen Ancestors’ thought and [Tendai and Shingon] Teaching Schools’ thought, are they the same or different?

Teacher Keizan replied: The Zen Ancestors and the Teaching Schools are like water and waves; how could they be different? However, many Teaching School people are bound in the net of the teachings without being able to get free. From ancient times up to the present, when meeting with the Zen Ancestors’ thought, many people have attained their aim.

Elder Fu of Taiyuan City [in China], having recently become abbot of Guangxiao Temple in Yangzhou City, was lecturing on the Nirvana Sutra. One Zen person, taking shelter from a snowstorm, was staying at the temple, so he went to listen to the lecture. The abbot was teaching on the three causes of buddha-nature and the three virtues of the dharma-body. He taught extensively about the dharma-body and its wondrous principle, but the Zen person was laughing during the lecture. After finishing the lecture, the abbot invited the Zen person to tea and said to him, “I am a simple person with limited inferior knowledge, so I rely on the text for understanding. I saw that you were laughing at me, but which part of my talk was lacking? I humbly wish to understand the teaching.” The Zen person said, “Since you ask, I laughed because you don’t know the dharma-body.” The abbot said, “My explanation was thus; what was lacking in it?” The Zen person said, “Will the abbot please explain again?” The abbot said, “The dharma-body’s principle is like great space, pervading the three times and all ten directions, including the eight extremities and two modes, according with conditions and responding without limit.” The Zen person said, “I don’t say that your lecture was not correct, but you only explain the dharma-body’s measurable qualities. In fact, you don’t yet know the dharma-body.” The abbot said, “If you say so, Zen person, please explain it to me now.” The Zen person said, “Do you not trust me?” The abbot said, “How could I dare not trust you?” The Zen person said, “If so, practice thus: temporarily stop lecturing. For ten days, stay in a room, practice upright sitting, gather mindfulness, collect the mind (sesshin); good, evil, and all involvements will be cast off at once, and the abbot will be released from relying on the teachings.” The abbot sat from the afternoon [of the tenth day, through the night], and in the early morning during the fifth watch, he heard the sound of the drum and clearly realized enlightenment. [Later he became a disciple of Xuefeng.] So it is, so it is. (note: this story also appears in the commentary to Hekiganroku case 99)

Mazu said, “The heart (mind, chitta) is like a main actor, thought (manas) is like a supporting actor, the six consciousnesses (vijnana) are like assistants [as taught in the Lankavatara Sutra]. How can they understand your teaching of the sutra?” Liang said, “If the heart can’t teach it, then does empty space teach it?” Mazu said, “Empty space teaches it.” Liang shook out his sleeves and began to leave. Mazu called to Liang, Liang turned his head, and Mazu said, “What is it?” Liang brightly opened to great awakening. So it is, so it is. (note: this story also appears in Dōgen’s Shōbōgenzō Kokū)

Also, Great Teacher Yongjia [Tiantai and Chan monk], Guifeng Zongmi [Huayan and Chan monk], Abbot [Shouzhou] Liangsui [disciple of Mayu Baoche], and Changshui [Zhixuan, Tiantai and Chan monk], as well as the two transmitters of the teaching to Japan, Dengyō Daishi [Saichō, founder of Tendai] and Kōbō Daishi [Kūkai, founder of Shingon], all practiced the Ancestral Teachers’ Zen and attained the seal of verification. Is this not excellent beyond measure?

2. The Emperor asked: Bodhidharma’s fragrance reached the nation [of China’s] ruler and his third child. However, the four great elements and five aggregates make up the body, so how did Bodhidharma travel [across the Yangzi River] on one reed stalk?

Teacher Keizan replied: All buddhas and all ancestors cannot possibly conjecture about such mystical powers and wondrous function. Going beyond ordinary feelings, one may lean towards Buddha-Dharma’s spiritual mysticism. However, Bodhidharma’s fragrance reached the nation’s ruler and his child. This is the precious Avalokiteshvara Mahasattva’s transformation body (nirmanakaya). How could there possibly be no mystical powers and wondrous function, even though such things are inferior to the ancestral teacher’s gate? However, mystical powers and wondrous functions are not strange or special. As Layman Pang said, “Mystical powers and wondrous function: carrying water and chopping wood.”

3. The Emperor asked: The Zen School is said to not rely on words and letters, but is a teaching outside the scriptures, a separate transmission. And yet the whole great sutra storehouse (tripitaka) is all words and letters. The Zen School’s records of sayings are also words and letters. If there were no words and letters, how would the buddhas and ancestors speak and teach? What can we rely on to transmit the teachings in this age of decline?

Teacher Keizan replied: Words and letters are like traps and snares for catching fish and rabbits. Yet traps and snares can be used if one doesn’t get confused. Sutra teachings are like a finger pointing at the moon. If one sees the moon, then the finger has no use. Thus, everyone knows that traps and snares do not attain fish and rabbits, and they know that the finger does not see the moon. The ancients’ speech was not established on words and letters. The World-Honored One’s forty-nine years of vertical expounding and horizontal expounding has been left behind for us; however, the Buddha picked up one flower and showed it to the assembly, and the assembly remained silent. Only Venerable Kashyapa’s face broke into a smile. This is not established on words and letters; it is a separate transmission outside the teachings. This is the supreme presentation.

4. The Emperor asked: We have a so-called body of four great elements which deceptively combine; at the end of our lifespan, the earth element returns to earth, the water element to water, the fire element to fire, the wind element to wind. So then, what thing falls into hell?

Teacher Keizan replied: When the lifespan ends, there is the view that the four great elements separate and disperse, and there is not one thing left. Those outside the Way have such a view of emptiness. Actually, cause and effect play out endlessly; understand this view. Depending on this life, good and evil karma are the cause for receiving and depending on a body in the next life: perhaps life in a heaven, perhaps entering a hell realm, hungry ghost realm, or animal life, receiving the seeds of suffering. All sutras say these words clearly. Likewise, a person attaining great liberation is able to speak of no hell and no heaven.
5. The Emperor asked: Everyone acts to bring benefit to their deceased father and mother. We prepare offerings of tea and hot water for their spirits but, even if there are just a few offerings, they don’t vanish. How can we know if they receive our offerings or not?

Teacher Keizan replied: This is like a bee collecting nectar from flowers; it receives only the taste without diminishing the flowers’ color and fragrance. How could these things vanish? Moreover, it is said in the [Abhidharma]-kosha, in the Chapter on “The World,” that those in the middle existence [between two lifetimes, antarabhava], take fragrance for food, relying on the food of scents; they are called gandharvas. Thus, those with few blessings receive only the food of bad smells, and those with many blessings receive the food of exquisite scents. So it is, so it is.

6. The Emperor asked: The World-Honored One practiced in the snow mountains (Himalaya) for six years. When the morning star appeared, he suddenly realized great awakening. He said “I, together with the great earth and all sentient and insentient beings, now attain the Way.” A realized person clearly attains the Way, but how does a deluded person attain the Way?"

Teacher Keizan replied, The [Complete Awakening] Sutra says, “Know that sentient beings originally have attained buddha.” So it is, so it is. Sentient beings already originally have it, but even though they are endowed with buddha-nature, they use it without knowing it. Old Master Shakyamuni attained the Way, completely opening the lively eye of insight. Thus grass, trees, lands, everything, and everyone attained buddha. The Sixth Ancestor said, “awakened, sentient beings are buddha. Deluded, buddha is a sentient being.” [section 52 of Platform Sutra] Beings and buddhas are originally not separate. Delusion is because of sentient beings. Awakening is because of buddhas. How can sentient beings, if not deluded, be separate from buddhas? In ancient times there was the Buddha’s forty-nine years of expounding Dharma, saving deluded sentient beings, causing them to see originally existing buddha-nature.

7. The Emperor asked: The Diamond Sutra says, “All buddhas and the Dharma of anuttara-samyak-sambodhi of all buddhas originate from this sutra.” [section 8] The Diamond Sutra is Shakyamuni Buddha’s teaching, but it is said that all buddhas originate from this sutra. Not knowing this sutra previously, how did all previous buddhas follow it?

Teacher Keizan replied: The sutra teaches with one word, constantly teaching Dharma. This Dharma is itself the principle. This Dharma principle accompanies heaven and earth before any separation. All previous buddhas emerge from this. Clearly passing through, merging with this Dharma principle, is what makes all buddhas. Violating this Dharma principle is what makes ordinary people. Benevolent ones are called benevolent. Knowing ones are called knowing. Anuttara-bodhi (unsurpassed awakening) is also like this!

8. The Emperor asked: The [Lotus] Sutra says, “Great Pervading Wisdom Victor Buddha sat at the site of awakening for ten kalpas, while Buddha-Dharma did not manifest, and he did not attain the Buddha-Way.” So it is, so it is. How can present-day people practice zazen for one lifetime and attain the Buddha-Way? (note: this story appears in Lotus Sutra chapter 7 and Mumonkan case 8)

Teacher Keizan replied: Great Pervading Wisdom Victor Buddha sat at the site of awakening for ten kalpas, and even then Buddha-Dharma did not manifest, and he did not attain the Buddha-Way. Within the teaching, one must teach with discerning knowledge. Great Pervading Buddha, because of his great courageous and bold spirit, advanced with power. The sutra’s “ten kalpas” is like the time it takes to eat a meal. If present-day people just have the root of great trust, then ten kalpas is not a long time. Thus, within the ancestral teachers’ gate, it is inferior to separate from this lifetime. Teacher Linji said, “‘Great Pervading’ means that one personally arrives at the place of ten-thousand dharmas being without nature and without characteristics. This is called ‘Great Pervading.’ ‘Wisdom Victor’ is being without doubt in every place, and not attaining a single dharma. This is called ‘Wisdom Victor.’ ‘Buddha’ means the mind of pure radiant light, penetrating and pervading the dharmadhatu. This is called ‘buddha.’ ‘Ten kalpas
sitting at the site of awakening’ is the ten paramitas. ‘Buddha-Dharma not manifesting’ is Buddha originally not arising and Dharma originally not ceasing. How could it manifest! ‘Not attaining the Buddha-Way’ is Buddha’s not becoming Buddha again.” So it is, so it is. That’s how to rely on the sutra’s words, being released above, and Linji’s saying, shifting the meaning below. Try to see this, even though it is difficult to understand! (note: this saying appears in Rinzai-roku section 2)

9. The Emperor asked: The [Manjushri-Pariprccha, Prajna Paramita in 700 Lines] Sutra says, “Pure practitioners do not enter nirvana; monks who break the precepts do not enter hell.” However, pure practitioners may enter nirvana; how could they not enter? Monks who break the precepts may enter hell; how could they not enter?

Teacher Keizan replied: There is the view of nirvana and hell remaining as two; in the small vehicle this view is understood. In reality, good and evil are nondual, harmful and upright are one suchness. Discussing what is purity when breaking precepts, the Complete Awakening Sutra [Chapter 6] says, “Sentient beings and worlds have the same one dharma-nature; hells and heavens are both pure lands. All afflictions are complete liberation.” So it is, so it is. Thus, there is no nirvana to possibly seek, no hells to possibly reject. This is how we can we discuss the purity of breaking precepts.

10. The Emperor asked: I’ve been taking up Zhaozhou’s “No” koan for a year but still I have not passed through and penetrated the root. How can I make effort (gongfu) in using the mind?

Teacher Keizan replied: You have come to ask these imperial questions; this is the exceedingly best conduct. In the past, one “drew feet on a snake” [Chinese idiom: gilded the lily] – in a strong explanation for laying the foundation, Zen Teacher Dahui [in his Letters, section 10.5] said: “A monk asked Zhaozhou, ‘Does a dog have buddha-nature or not?’ Zhou said ‘No.’ This one word destroys and eliminates lots of harmful knowing and bad awakening, [being stuck] underneath a bowl. It is not attained by understanding ‘there is’ or ‘there isn’t.’ It is not attained by understanding through reasoning. It is not attained by using the faculty of thought (manas), thinking, or conjecture. It is not attained by raising the eyebrows and blinking the eyes. It is not attained through the path of [the ancestors’] words, or using lively strategies. It is not attained by abiding in non-doing inside a shell. It is not attained by raising it up and abiding in it, inheriting it or taking charge of it. It is not attained by pulling out proof from words and letters. Just, throughout the twelve hours, within the four dignified postures (sitting, standing, walking, reclining), constantly take it up. Constantly raise it up and awaken to: ‘Does a dog have buddha-nature or not? No.’ Do not separate from this throughout the day. Thus, work hard (gongfu) to investigate. ‘In a month or ten days’ [Chinese idiom for ‘quickly’] you will see and attain it.” So it is, so it is. Once more, does a dog have buddha-nature or not? Zhou said “no.” This one word is an easy way to destroy birth and death, a knife to cut through the bottom of the doubting mind. Take hold of this knife handle. Only taking charge of it like this, can one put it in one’s own hand. With just the written teachings, a person is separate from it, with an unskilled hand, and doesn’t attain it. One must go straight to one’s own home; only then can an unskilled hand begin to attain it. Once more, [Dahui, in his Letters, section 58.2] said: “It is not attained by understanding it like the spark from a flint stone, or a flash of lightning. Straightaway attain no more place to use the mind; when the mind has no more place, do not be afraid of falling into emptiness. Here, retreating within is an excellent place. Suddenly ‘the old mouse enters into an ox horn’ [Chinese idiom: all tricky methods will be cut off]. It will be easy to see, topple over, and cut off.” So it is, so it is. This is my hidden wish. Under the Emperor’s throne there are ten-thousand functions, as well as excess leisure-time. Throughout the twelve hours, raise it up. Holding up the keyword (huatou) is the superior way to break through doubt; then a thousand doubts, ten-thousand doubts are broken through at once. At that time, you will penetrate and verify the original ground, wind, and light, and the original face will certainly be seen. Many prayers for happiness, many prayers.